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Thank you for your letter of August 9'h,2000. 1vlostoflhe interpretation issues in our contractare difficult due
to their unprecedented nature and complexity. A contract can only be so detailed in its language. I believe that
tillS difficulty can be overcome by going back to the intent with which the contract was negotiated and, mOSI
importantly, the underlying principle of equitable interpretations for mutual benefit.

In response to your letter, I will be outlining our perspective on each of the topics. I understand that further
dialogue may need to Occur on implementation of certain topics but when you return next week. I will be away
on vacation myself. Please review our perspective and we can discuss the first week of September.

1. 20% Flexibility

Our understanding of Union's policy was to provide shippers and customers with the tlexibiJity to mo\'e
20% of their Parkway commitments to Da\\ll. This flexilibility is being funded by Customers through
their delivery rates. As we demonstrated, Kitchener is paying a significant portion of chis flexibility
with only a limited ability to capntrc the benefits of the flexibility. We appreciate lhat Union Gas wil!
provide LISwith an equitable portion (20%) of Dav'/I1deliveries based upon our varying Parkway
commitmems as defined by the 1-3 contract up to November 1",2002.

2. T3 CD Bandwidth

This issue is "Exhibit A" in problems with the interpretation issues as described in my opening. After
the contract was signed, Cnion Gas was of the view' that incremental deliveries are over and above our
Deli ver)' Commitments (DCQ) as defined by the contract. Kitchener \vas of the view that jncrementc:l
deliveries were over and above our Contract Demand (CD).



- :.I)U kner. :ou stJte that "the interpretation of this clause is well defined within the clause itsc!f'.
The cbuse reads: "'The CD can be exceeded by the Bandwidth provided that the Customer de!iver~ a:1
amount of gas equal to the difference between the CD and the Bandwidth (the "Incremental Gas") [,)
[Inion at Park.way or any other point authorized by Lnion on the day." The CD is defined in that

paragraph as a minimum of 72,121 GJ/day and the Bandwidth. 3,774 GJ/day. The resulting differen:::e 1:0
6S.347 GJ/day which. of course. is absurd as a delivery obligation. So even in our contract language. oJ
key component of this contract is incorrectly defined.

During the wimer \vhen the CD bandwidth would be employed, Kitchener is committed to provide
33.966 GJ/day in deliveries and has the contractual right to deliver an additional 53,923 GJ/dayfrom
storage. Since the sum of these figures minus the CD is 15,768 GJ/day, we have believed that we would
be meeting our commitment to incremental gas, as we saw it, 3,774 GJ/day. Even if Union \vere to

defin~ the incremental gas as that deli vered to franchise. Kitchener will be delivering 6,303 G.I/d3.YO\':J
an above an annualized DCQ. These incremental franchise deliveries wil] reduce Union Gasde:i \cry
commitments. Under a PBR regime. these reduced commitments result in incremental revenues

accruing directly to the shareholder. Since Union was already enjoying a benefit and were greatly
~xccecing our CD, Kitchencr was no, planning on acquiring a peaking service.

However. as I indicated in my opening comments, the intent \\'ith which the contract was negotiated 1::
Important, from our perspective. in interpretting the contract. I believe that this is clearly a difference in
perspective that in no \\'ay was clarified throughout the negotiations or contract development. I bel:cve
that Union Gas negotiator. Ron Collins, had reason to believe Union's view because of some of the

dialogue in our negotiations. Ron and I shook hands after \\iTitingout the specific parameters (wllhou;
the detail) and I now believe that Ron believed he was committing to Union's view of this topic. In the
spirit of honouring the integrity of negotiation and working together going forward, Kitchener is willing
10 accept Union's view of this clause without reservation for this year. We will be putting in place a
peaking service for this year and would like to have further discussions on delivery obligations for the
\vinter of2001-2.

-'. Joint CCKJUnion Letter

As you are likely aware, Union Gas and Kitchener submitted ajoint lettcr to the Board on August 16'1:
appreciate your suggesting the approach and Union Gas willingness to work with us on initiating the n
Comract and deferring the perman em allocation issue.

'-i. Aggregate Excess Storage Calculation

You have developed some numbersand a methodologyto support that aggregate excess \Vasused to
determine our storage allocation. This is the first time that I have seen these figures. Ron Collins and

myself tried to develop a forecast as a reference for negotiating contract parameters. Your figures are
different. Ron and I tried to develop a weather-normalized forecast \vith a reasonable gro\,l"th to suppur.:
the storage allocation but we were not sLiccessful.
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the h:srorica! \19 r:Hes. From L"ni,)::' ~ evidence submined ro the OEB. Union allocated 9: ,507 cu~i_
meters of slOrage space to Kitchener. This figure was Kitchener's request in the negotiation, Dt:I~u tho:

rCS1SIanCe from Union to agree to that number. Kitchcner proposed a compromise. In Union Gas'
unhundling evidence, l:nion proposed a storage factor of 0.976 to account for its needs in the even! of

c,)mplete unbundling. Even though Kitchcner did not agree with the reasonings behind this factor.
/-.:itchener proposed its use to strike a compromise. Wnen you multiply 91,507 by 0.976, )'OUgel 89,:! I
cubic meters, Kitchener proposed 89.300 cubic meters \vhich was. eventualJy, accepted by Union G:1~,:~
:::pacbge with other parameters :md agreements in tile Lener of Agreement dated April 7. ~OOO

StOrage Assignments

I think we both understand that [hi:; area wi II need some dialogue 10come to an agreemci1[ thell is clear

In the imerim, however. 1 w()uld Jprreciatc understanding why Lnion would need to approve 2.sw;'z:g-=
assignment if the assignee is bound by the same terms, constraints and parameters held inside

Kitchencr's T3 contract. An explan:llion of;/our need to approve on a case by case basis \VOLlldbe
apprecimed.

DJw. I believe that we have set the foundation for moving fOf\vard with this conlract arId, more impona:;;!:. ,

our rdationship as channel partners in bringing the gas to our customers. I look forward to resolution of any
other outstanding matters in the first week of September. Thank you.

Sincerely,

~z./
D\vayne QUinn

Director of Utilities - City of Kitchener

'- A, Ryder
E. Kovacs

L. Baillargeon
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